
Fred's going to blame it on me, so I might as well tell my
side of the story.

Along about 1973 or ’74 I was living in Seattle, and just get-
ting my feet on the ground as a Japanese numismatist. I had liq-
uidated my north African, middle-eastern, and southeast Asian
collections, and was looking to add all manner of Japanese items
to my holdings. I never saw any point to concentrating by fabric
- metallic distinguished from paper, coins distinguished from
medals.

There was an antiques and collectibles shop downtown
called Bamboo Hut, run by Ben Gorlick. I was in there one day
looking at Japanese campaign medals and low-level decorations.
As an aside, he showed me a group of Japanese bonds – 25 items,
all different, ranging from the 5x8 pieces with military-equip-
ment vignettes (or no vignettes at all) to large coupon bonds
with intaglio portraits. I knew nothing about them, but they
were attractive and not terribly expensive (certainly not as high
as what Mr. Gorlick was asking for the military medal groups
that he had – I passed on them). I learned later (through consec-
utive serial numbers) that those bonds had come from the collec-
tion of Walter Loeb, one of the founding fathers of world ban-
knote collecting, and among the earliest authors of world note
catalogs.

I did not yet read Japanese, and did not realize that certain
bonds that looked very different were actually parts of a long
series that happened to change vignettes every few months. I
knew only that within a design, you could find bonds with dif-
ferent numbers in the margins that seemed to make a series.

Skip ahead five years. Now I’m living in Heidelberg, collab-
orating at long distance with Fred Schwan on our first catalog of
WWII military notes (although both in the U.S. Army, we never
could seem to be stationed on the same continent at the same
time). One of our contributors was Don Terrill, at that time
working as a U.S. Army civilian in Korea. I don't remember how
he decided that I wanted the deal that he had for me, but one day
a carton from Korea showed up at the APO – with a bill for
$500. I didn’t have $500 in the checkbook and I wasn’t very
happy about this demand for payment, but after I inventoried
the carton, I couldn’t turn it away.

He had bought the entire stock of scripophily from one of
Seoul’s stamp dealers – almost 600 pieces of bonds and share
certificates from Japan, Korea, and Manchukuo. That comes out
to about 85 cents each – just too cheap to send back.

It was a treasure. It gave me my first chance to collect
Japanese bonds by issue date – something I had never thought of
attempting. Working in my building (besides the Master
Sergeant Daniel) was another master sergeant, Shunichi Aikawa.

MSG Aikawa was a second- or third-generation Japanese-
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This is going to sound like I am in denial. Last time I told
you that the MPCFest was Harold Kroll's fault. Now I want to
tell you that my obsession with collecting war bonds and the
like is Joe’s fault. It is. Ok, so I am in denial.

In the early 1990s when we were preparing to work on
World War II Remembered (not yet titled that even in our
dreams), Joe wanted to include Japanese war bonds because he
had this really great collection of them and even a prepared
manuscript thereon.

I agreed wholeheartedly that we should put them in. The
collection and manuscript were great. The material was a fruit of
the war and was clearly, if not obviously to everyone, numismat-
ic. Furthermore, inclusion would be really innovative. Such
material had been ignored by previous catalogers of World War
II numismatics.

Our work was in a direct line with the earlier collectors of
World War II. Among them are A. J. Swails, Ray Toy, James
Rutlader, Arlie Slabaugh, and others. Even Joe and I had
ignored the bonds in our 1978 book. Furthermore, expansion of
our coverage to include bonds was innovative – I really liked
that. It was also a bit dangerous if the inclusion was rejected by
the community  – I did not like that. However, the biggest prob-
lem was that if we included bonds from Japan and its clients,
what of the other countries?  What about Germany, Italy,
Russia, England, France, Canada, Australia, Newfoundland, the
Netherlands, Malaya, India, New Zealand, China, and more?
When I agreed to take on the rest of the world, I was likely
thinking most of the United States. Even though I knew little or
nothing about United States war bonds, I figured that in the
implicit publication schedule that we did not lay out, I could at
least manage some outline listings.

This is an example of what I call a numismatic labyrinth.
To lean on Winston Churchill, World War II war bonds are a
“riddle wrapped in mystery inside an enigma.” To start with,
the United States had bonds with the legend “war bond,” but
this was only after first issuing “defense bonds.” Other coun-
tries, dominions, colonies and the like had victory bonds, war
bonds and some other variations of the theme. They often had
war bonds and war (or defense) savings certificates! Then, just as
in the case of Japan that we knew about, some countries that we
did not know about had multiple issues. Canada had nine dif-
ferent issues of victory bonds!

So, rather innocently I started working on the United
States.  Somehow I was able to get a pretty good handle on the
Series E defense and war bonds. I used a three-step model that I
still use and highly recommend when in pursuit of information
on a subject. I research the subject as best I can, then I write an
article on the subject, and finally, I wait to be criticized.
Criticism is wonderful.

The article that I wrote for the Bank Note Reporter about
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United States defense and war bonds was the first that had ever
been published (so far as I know) and was the standard used by
collectors until 1995 when Remembered came out. Now for the
best part. As good as the information was that I had on Series E
defense and war bonds, I just about ignored Series F and Series
G bonds! We knew that they existed even if we had never seen
one in a collection, but I was able to discount them (in a numis-
matic, not financial sense) because I believed that they were
never issued with the seemingly critical “defense” or “war” leg-
ends. Bad assumption.

Now we know that the Series F and G bonds were issued
with and without those tantalizing legends. We think that we
have it figured out well enough that in 2012 we published a
stand alone monograph on United States World War II bonds
(we being Schwan, Smulczenski, Downey, and Watson). This
might have been a dangerous step, but I am looking forward to
the criticism that introduces us to yet more information.

Canada is probably the best example. Canada had nine
issues of victory loans in both registered and bearer forms. She
also had war bonds (I have still never seen one), and she had war
savings certificates! In the 1990s when I took on the task, we had
never seen nor even heard of any of these. The key to the
research on the Canadian issues was an advertising handbill that
I found. It explained the various issues. Well, it outlined the
issues. OK, it outlined most of the issues. Nonetheless, it was key
to mostly understanding the series.

By the time we started our book
preparations in earnest, I had amassed
a substantial collection of Canadian
war savings certificates (but only three
bonds). It was that collection that Joe
mined very carefully for varieties when
he spent a few weeks at my house in
1993 working on the manuscript. He
did most of the cataloging of that sec-
tion. We cursed, quietly of course,
while working on those listings.

Newfoundland was not part of
Canada until after the war.
Newfoundland issued war savings cer-
tificates. Somehow, I not only found a
few of those for our research, but the
sample was robust enough that we
found most of the likely varieties
(including signatures and paper). I am
waiting for some really good criticism
on the Newfoundland war savings cer-
tificates.

Just to keep me from being smug,
we know now that Newfoundland had
at least one issue of victory bonds! You
will also like how we know this. I
found a handbill selling the victory
bonds! Not only have we not found any
of the bonds, even with the help of the
Internet, we have hardly been able to
find a hint of their existence. The final
twist on this little story is that the
handbill was lost in my office for years
after I acquired it. I recently re-found
and scanned it, so even if I cannot find

the paper I can find the electrons! Although this changes from
time to time, the number one item on my personal want (really,
really want) list is a Newfoundland Victory Loan bond.

The pursuit that Joe sent me on had many rewards.
Eventually, I found that Brazil not only had war bonds, but sold
them by mandatory payroll deduction! Somehow, I found a
small group of the Brazilian bonds. Of course I bought it. I have
never had another chance to buy a Brazilian bond. I do not
know for sure if they are rare, but they certainly are hard to find
and now other collectors want them too.

Russian war bonds are beautiful and turned out to be not
very scarce. I was proud of the listings that we developed. The
good and bad news is that we received some really important
criticism! We had missed half of the issues! The bonds that we
listed were lottery bonds (we knew that), but, basically, for each
of the lottery bonds there was a corresponding bearer (coupon)
bond. We certainly did not know that, but are happy to know it
now!

There is one final irony. While Joe was collecting Japan, I
stayed away. There was no conflict (at least not much). Now that
Joe has sold his Japanese bonds, I have found myself building a
collection of them!

These little stories are only the tip of a spear. Most coun-
tries that were involved in the war (and that is many, since it
really was a world war) had some sort of issue to finance the war.
With all of my complaining, I am happy that Joe dragged me
into this field.                                                                         �
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“As good as the information was that I had on Series E defense and war bonds, I just about
ignored Series F and Series G bonds.”
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American who was fluent in Japanese. By this time I had taken
two years of Japanese language at the University of Washington,
and I could find my way around a Japanese dictionary pretty
well, but MSG Aikawa could simply look through a stack of
bonds and separate them into groups by major title – ignoring
the fact that they started big, got small, had floral designs, then
military designs, then ugly designs – all the while making a con-
tinuous series that was changing because there was a war on.
With his assistance I compiled my first date tables for Japanese
war bonds, and I was off to the races.

Skip ahead five more years – I'm in Japan! For two years I
scoured every coin shop and book store in Tokyo, searching for
bond varieties I did not yet own (or, in some cases, did not yet
know existed). When I came home from Japan in 1985, I had a
21-page (double-spaced) article
that I sold to one of our major
commercial numismatic publish-
ers – which never saw print.

By this time Fred and I
were working on our next joint
book. These bonds were mili-
tary-related – they belonged in
that book.

Fred agreed, so I told the
publisher that if my article was
still unpublished by the time we
finished out book, he would be
preempted.

The article never did
appear.

But if we were going to
include a section in our new
book on financing the war for
Japan, what about the other
countries we were treating?  Fred
saw a task on the horizon – the
subject of his column this
month. But I saw one too – we
still had nothing on the issues of
Manchukuo and the other client
governments that Japan estab-
lished in China – all of whom
had some kind of fiscal paper for
consumers. And there were all
the postal savings issues, too –
not yet researched. And, it
turned out, when I delved into
the Finance Ministry reports (all
in Japanese), some of the domes-
tic treasury bond issues that did
not seem to be war-related (the
1937 war in China had not yet
started) actually were - their pro-
ceeds were designated for
expenses of the 1931
Manchurian Incident and mili-
tary industrialization. Those
emissions met our criteria for
listing.

By now I was working in a
suburb of Washington, DC. In
the DC area, Inauguration Day

is a Federal holiday. In 1989 it fell on a Friday. Monday of that
week was Martin Luther King day, also a Federal holiday. With
consecutive three-day weekends, if I took leave for the three days
between them (Tuesday-Thursday), I could get nine days off for
the expenditure of only three days of leave. I could do a lot of
work in a nine-day block - and did. When that nine days were
history, I had a fifty-page singlespaced manuscript covering all
of the Japan-related financial programs of WWII – and I was
sick-to-death of bonds.

Most of you know what I collect and study now – how am I
going to tie that into this tale? How do you think? Japan’s war
bonds were counterfeited! Shown are two pairs of bonds – a
good and a bad for each. The vertical one is a Wartime Savings
Bond (that is its actual title), for 7.50 yen, in release #8 (April
1943). I have seen three of the counterfeits, all with the same ser-
ial number. Notice that the counterfeit has no tint (underprint)
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Genuine above; counterfeit below.
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under the serial number.
The other piece is a Greater East Asia War Discounted

Treasury Bond for ten yen. It is orange and black, with the
orange in intaglio. The counterfeit is all lithographed (including
its serial number), and is of distinctly lower quality (see the two
vignettes). I was looking for an example of this type to use in my
classes at ANA summer seminar. After selling my whole Japanese

bond and share collection intact, I have had to reconstitute a
“training set” for classes. I am not picky about grade for the
training set. I bought this bond off of eBay and never thought it
might be a fake until it got to me – was I amazed (and pleased –
it’s exactly what I collect). I expect the seller did not know.

You never know what will appear under the next rock you
kick.                                                                                                  �

Above and below: genuine at left; counterfeit at right.
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